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Principal’s Desk
“Once you choose hope, anything’s possible”
-Christopher Reeve
Dear Students and Parents,
Greetings of the month!
Last year we have faced changes and challenges, we were perplexed with the situations and have gone
through major highs and lows. At times, we have found ourselves at a juncture where we had to make
many life changing decisions with very less time left to process, but slowly we started seeing an order in
the mess, helped ourselves and others. We all tried to stand for our family, supporting each other and
we were able to arrive at various solutions jointly. What can be best seen here is we gradually learnt to
value life. Most importantly, we took care of our health and finally now here we are, much stronger,
resilient and with complete conscientiousness. Each and every individual was hit by the high tides of
this pandemic. We see few of our families undergoing this pandemic attack and some just came out of it
and some are still trying to reach to the shore but the superhumans are busy saving lives. Yes, such
extraordinary people are amongst us as health workers, as support staff, office staff, teachers and
technicians. I would like to quote some parents and teachers also who are nothing less than the
frontline warriors. Somehow we learnt and prepared ourselves to expect the unexpected. It is now time
to get into action and beat this phase, teach our young children the art of living beyond all struggles.
Let's teach our children to be hopeful and always keep their inner light spark.

There are lots of new systems adopted and academics planned in a flexible approach out of which few I
will mention in this edition and rest in coming monthsI take immense pride, dear Parents, to put across the extensive plans which will be strategically
implemented during upcoming months . A few processes which have been introduced this year to keep the
teaching learning process interesting and engaging are outlined here.
Introduction of Coach and Tutorials for board classesWe have planned to have weekly once coach and tutorials for board classes so that their topic wise revision
can be taken. These classes will be other than their routine time table.
Support session and early interventionsThe identification of students who require reinforcement and practice, as well as concepts that require
repetition will be an ongoing process throughout the academic year. Especially for the students who will be
appearing for Board exams at the end of the year, remediation will happen round the year. Students and
Parents are also welcome to get in touch with the Class Teachers and / or Subject teachers if they feel a
need for repeating specific subtopics of chapters being handled, at any point of time
Introduction of STS[ students class teacher session] once in a weekEvery class has been assigned a specific period in order to interact with the Class Teacher. This period will
serve multiple purposes - as bubble time, as a time when students may freely and openly discuss issues with
online classes, request for extra sessions, as a fun and games time, as a platform to identify talent and
showcase talent, or to approach the Class Teacher in confidence, in case any assistance is required including
battling stress and depression during these extremely difficult times.

Recommencement of class assembly
One of the highlights of the daily schedule at JVM were the assemblies conducted every day. It was
during this time that the daily prayer, the thought for the day, the news highlights, the focus on the
month, Teacher talk as well as subject-based presentations were planned, practised and executed. With
the advent of online classes, we missed out on this crucial aspect of school life. We are happy to
announce that the assemblies will be conducted on a class-wise basis, with all the segments and
features as before.
Introduction of various JVM Elite clubsStudents will get the opportunity to exhibit their talent through the various clubs and will get to meet
many renowned experts of various fields .
Further developments and future plans will be shared in the upcoming month

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma
Principal
JVM,Vidyanaga

Launching JVM World Parent App
""Excel through Education" is motto of Jindal
Vidya Mandir and vision of Madam Sangita Jindal
Ji. With this perception Jindal Vidya Mandir,
Vidyanagar is proud to announce the launch of
"JVM world " learning app! by Madam Sangita
Jindal Ji, Chairperson, JSW Foundation. The JVM
world - learning app has promising and innovative
learning experience.

It is designed and developed exclusively for enrolled
students of age 5 to 15 years. Now JVM has the best
of technology to bring beautifully narrated and
illustrated audio and video stories to the students to
enhance their learning abilities through entertainment
and interaction. This is an advanced step in the field of
education that made us feel proudly.

JVM World App Modules are

1.Announcement
2. Assignment
3. Events Calendar
4. Attendance
5. Time table
6. Messages
7. Zoom Online Class
8. Health
Click on the given link to view the video:
https://youtu.be/vHvL6W8-TVo

JVM World Parent App-Parent Orientation Session.
Orientation programmes are aimed at familiarizing the students to an unknown
environment and infrastructure. It enables them to make essential connection with
studies having triangular approach. Our JVM teachers oriented the new environment
Parent App.

JVM ELITE
On 30th June, 2021 dawned in a very special way. We, at JVM, were rejoiced the
inauguration of eighteen clubs. The occasion was graced by the guests from various fields.
Our esteemed guest Mrs. Lata Vinod Nowalji, Poet and educationist, motivated the children to
enhance their skills in the field of their interest. Our viewers were enlightened by the
inspiring words of Mrs. Suvarna Rajashekhar. Students were exhilarated by guests’ words
of wisdom. The event was a great success with a new message from dignitaries.
 Mr. Kumarswamy, Senior Administrator JVM, Vidyanagar.
 Mr. S K Bordia, Principal of Kendriya Vidyalaya, Donimalai.
 Mr. Santosh Martin, Ameteur Prehistoric Archaeologist, Naturalist and Educationist.
 Mr. Prashant Muley, Principal JAV & PUC, certified NABET Accreditation Assessor with
Quality Council of India. British Council School Ambassador & conferred with Acharya
Devobhava Award, Progressive Principal of India Award.
 Mr. Ritwiz Gaur, Principal, JVM Salav, Researcher, District Coordinator of Raigad(D) &
Lead Collaborator for Hub of Learning BY CBSE.
 Students were delighted to receive the encouragement of Mrs. Ishwari Sharma, Principal,
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar.
 The event was broadcast live, to facilitate the students and parents, to view the grandeur,
through You-tube Link.

Click on the given link to view the video:
https://youtu.be/UU_AYxD4Dk0

"Eco System Restoration”




Date: 5 June,2021
"Environment is precious to life, preserve it for life." Let us join hands to
instill this value in our students.



World Environment Day is celebrated annually on 5th June and is the United Nations’ principal vehicle
for encouraging worldwide awareness and action for the environment. Environment has been an issue
of significance as well as a concern and need to be addressed by the society at large. Developing a
greater understanding of the core environmental issues among students, helps to inculcate desired
ethics and understand the importance of preservation and protection of environment.



To sensitize students towards nurturing the environment , Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar had
celebrated " World Environment Day“ on the theme "Eco System Restoration". Students engaged in
activities and exhibited their creativity, confidence, competence and imagination, the school had
conducted the following activities.



* KG to Class 2 - Plant a Sapling.



* Class 3 to 5 - Slogan writing.



* Class 6 to 8 - Poster Making.



* Class 9 to 12 - Make a Video on ‘Save the Environment‘
World Environment Day was celebrated with enthusiasm, the event was conducted
successfully with whole hearted participation, and this has certainly made a
difference to the way we view our environment.

World Environment Day

World Environment Day
Ecosystem Restoration
Activity: Keep Clean and Go Green

Click on the given YouTube link to view the videos:
• https://youtu.be/rVZuRNR8wF4
• https://youtu.be/MtTst18MkjI
• https://youtu.be/Nik-pKPnfFc

The contributions and sacrifices made by our father
in our lives do not need a specific day for
celebration. A father, who is our role model and
superhero, is a special man who is a friend, parent,
philosopher and guide who always protects us in
every phase of our lives.
Father's Day is a day to honour all the fathers for
everything they did for their children. This is an
occasion to express gratitude towards their dad for
all his love and support. Students of JVM
celebrated Father’s Day on a virtual platform on
20th June, 2020. It was a memorable event where
the fathers and children would cherish for their
lifetime.

Click on the given You Tube link to view the video:

• https://youtu.be/tXcEoij9mvk
• https://youtu.be/AixQtqijpTg
• https://youtu.be/d_hDYlrUJAk
• https://youtu.be/M8v26A1D1u4
• https://youtu.be/mxkKuSB7xoc
• https://youtu.be/dhIFJzN0V78

June Month
Theme:
YOGA

International Yoga Day
Be with Yoga, Be at Home
“Yoga is that music, which keeps you flowing, the rhythm of the body gets you in tune with life,
the harmony of the souls and the melody of the mind creates the symphony of life.”
Yoga is playing a significant role in the lives of the people. Recognizing the importance of this
year’s commemoration of the International Day of Yoga focused on “Yoga for well-being”,
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar had organized the Seventh International Yoga Day on
virtual mode on 21st June 2021 under the guidance of expert Yogis.


Mr. Deepak Shastry,Master Therapist/Trainer M.sc, RYT 200/300.



Mr. Sunil Associate Trainer RYT 200 Yoga Alliance.



Mr. Chetan K Associate Trainer 200Hrs TTC Yogakulam.



Mr. Sundar Moorthy Member of Yogansanas Alayam, Editor in Yoga Magazine.



Mr. Robin Associate Trainer RYT 200 Yoga Alliance.



Mr. Harish K K Master Trainer Yic, PGDYT, B.Sc, M.Sc.



Ms. Dhamini Associate Trainer RYT 200 85 Hrs of Prenatal and Postnatal Teacher Training.



Ms. Ishita Associate Trainer RYT 200 85Hrs of Prenatal and Postnatal Teacher Training.



Students had a complete workout effortlessly with full commitment.
Key Take Away- “Stillness is Holiness.”

International Yoga Day
celebrated on 21st June 2021.
“Yoga means Union. Union
within oneself (between body,
mind and breath), with all
humanity and with nature(the
universe).
Students of JVM experienced
fitness of mind, soul and
body, through Yoga.
‘Sound Mind in a Sound Body.’

Let’s add years to our life and life to our years just by
embracing yoga in our life.

World Music Day Celebration

Highlights:
 Mrs. Shwetha Poddar , new addition to JVM Music
family.
 Music teachers successfully completed the training
of level one and level two.

 Teachers were felicitated with certificate of
excellence in music.
 A message from Mr. Kunal Basu – Founder of Swirl
music on World Music Day

Interaction with Mr. Kunal Basu
– Founder of Swirl music on
World Music Day

“Little moments, big memories”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GpY5iR9rjkdwbZCaWcGNc
A5W8Db8HhLl/view?usp=drivesdk

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xq2JImvHn4n1MKeiD0VgB2
BzllqGGIYW/view?usp=drivesdk

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GW2Yyz0TiEsllSMHYrpaUM
dZyCzyksRr/view?usp=drivesdk

Click on the given You Tube link to view the video:
• https://youtu.be/dDjF2wh8ut0
• https://youtu.be/jrVYwRW87Oc
• https://youtu.be/WjqWnfdKwfc
• https://youtube.com/shorts/_njAyRWlDys?feature=share

Master Class
In JVM, we believe activity like Spark Plug lends students a chance to develop a
sense of leadership, it also develops confidence among the students.
Master Class enables students to gain knowledge, awareness, and self-confidence.
We conducted Master Class on 14th June 2021. We had invited masters from
different schools and colleges.
Our Masters were: Ms. Yukti Siras – Counsellor , JVM
Ms. Vijayalaskhmi S.C.- Masters in social works ,
Teacher , JVM.
Ms. Syeda Faseha –Teacher Ikhlas English School,
Shimoga.
Ms. Leena Desai – Teacher , Art of Living.
Mr. Prashanth Patil- Psychiatric Social Worker,
DIMHANS.
Ms. Rashmi – HOD, Maharani’s Cluster University,
Bengaluru.

Glimpses of Masterclass
Masterclass by Mrs. Leena Desai on “Emotional well-being”

Dance helps children to strengthen their creative skills.
UKG kids enjoyed the Master Class on dance by Mrs. Shreya Raut.

Glimpses of Spark Plug
Spark Plug by Master Rohit on “Physical Well-being”

Spark Plug by K M Sanjana on “Physical Well-being”

Spark Plug Session
By- Amritha.V (UKG), for UKG students, on the topic of Thread Painting.

Conglom
Cognitive conglom :Brain storming helps to build creativity and stimulate attention.
Picture reading and storytelling Enhance ones Imagination and emotional well-being.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL CONGLOM
Mentoring can help to speed up the on-boarding process by providing one-on
–one support for everything from everyone. It’s a great way to build trust
and relationships from the get-go. It is important to help the new members of
the community to get familiar with school culture.
Our newly joined teachers had witnessed a Conglom, organized by Jindal
Vidya Mandir, with Dr. Shivaleela Lokesh on the topic- Social Emotional

skills which was hosted for VIII grade students to develop the human
values of kindness and empathy towards physically and mentally challenged
people. Teachers and students were benefitted and learnt how human values
are important in human life.
Key Take Away- Service to Humanity is a Service to God.

Captivating Congenial
• There is an inherent expectation
that educators will work towards
continuously, improving their
practices and quality of teaching.
Creating congenial atmosphere for
teachers is as important as for
children. A like-minded and
benevolent work place would be a
heaven when it is surrounded by
affectionate teachers.
• JVM had gestured a warm
congenial to welcome the new
teachers whole heartedly. The
congenial was full of enthusiasm,
laughter, songs, art work and
enjoyment that created the
homely feel for all the new
teachers. It was a key to navigate
friendly
relationship
with
everyone.

CCA-Round 1

Voice Your Imagination on Nature
Virtual English Recitation Competition

“Real learning comes about when the competitive spirit has ceased.”
-Jiddu Krishnamurthi
Besides just bringing joy to kids, poetry can aid their cognitive development
to understand the patterns, enrich the vocabulary and remember information
and have fun at the same time. As an integral part of CCA activities
English Recitation Competition was organized for the 1st and 2nd grade
youngsters in online mode on the theme of Nature. The tiny tots presented
themselves with nourishing poems in the attire of nature with alluring
props. Each student enjoyed the moments and made it memorable. The final
round was conducted on 16th June 2021 and the winners were selected by
the honourable judgesMr. Shivappa, PRT K V Donimalai.
Mr. Bhanu Prasad, PRT, Educational counsellor, K V Donimalai.

Discerning Debate
“Don’t raise your voice, improve your argument.”
-Nelson Mandela
Debates provide experiences that are conducive to life changing, cognitive and
presentational skills. Debate teaches the skills of reasoning, researching, organizing, and
presenting information in a compelling fashion.
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar had organized Debate competition for Grade VI-VIII on the
following topics for preliminary round based on the current issues such as-

1. Human activities are the only reason for Climatic Change-grade VI.
2. Is the school closure necessary to prevent the spread of the virus?-grade VII.
3. Is universal testing of Covid-19 a divert and waste of resources?- grade VIII.
And the common topic for Final round was “Is Media genuine enough in this
Pandemic to be Reliable?
Students participated with huge enthusiasm and optimistic thoughts while presenting their
arguments and the event was fruitful.

Key Take Away: Freedom is hammered out on the anvil of discussion, dissent and debate.

Concept Based Activities

Click on the given You Tube link to view the video:
https://youtu.be/qVuqgh2fsNk
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 Demo classes were conducted by Mrs. Ratna (EVS),
Mrs. Avanti (Hindi) and Mrs. Debjani (Maths) for the
 peers
Demo of
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conducted
Mrs. Ratna
(EVS), Mrs. Avanti (Hindi) and Mrs. Debjani
theirwere
subject,
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(Maths) for the peers of their subject, in the Seven JVM campuses.

 ‘Conference on The Future of English Language’,
organized by Trinity College, London, helped
 teachers
‘Conference toon The
of English
Language’,
organized by Trinity College, London,
be Future
updated
with the
international
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helped teachers to be updated with the international standards.
 As a leap towards safety, teachers were vaccinated,
all the safety
 following
As a leap towards
safety,protocols.
teachers were vaccinated, following all the safety protocols.

 Firki-Teach for India organized webinar on “An
Integration of Head, Heart and Soul” for primary
teachers and “Experiencing the beauty of
Interdisciplinary Approach” for Higher Primary
teachers.

 Daily morning meetings were planned with section
in charges to guide the teachers with the upcoming
tasks. In charges perceived the difficulties
expressed by the teachers and put forth them to the
higher authorities.
 Teachers were oriented by experts to meet the
requirements of ‘Special Education Needs’ by
Ms. Deepa Nigam, Coordinator for Center of
Excellence, Special Education Needs, JVM
Kalmeshwar.

On 22nd June, Mr.Basavaraj, Principal, Morarji Desai Residential
School, Bannihatti Visited the school our school for Karnataka State
board class X examination centre inspection.

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.”

Mahatma Gandhiji

The current pandemic situation has shaken
the lives and livelihood of innumerous
people leaving them in painful situation.
It requires courage at this tough time to
come out and render support to the
community.
Our brave JVM team volunteered up to
serve the community
by involving
themselves in telephonic counseling and in
vaccination drive.

Teachers on Telephone Counseling

Parent-Teacher Meeting
Parent-Teacher meeting is a great opportunity to share
academic and co-curricular progress of the students to
their parents. Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar
organized Parent-Teacher meeting, to elucidate the mode
of examination, submission of answer scripts and
clarified the queries regarding exam pattern of Periodic
Test 1, on 25th June 2021. The session went really well
and queries were addressed.

Hearty Congratulations
Master Sumedh S S, a brilliant feat, secured Fourth rank in Karnataka state in
the National Talent Search Examination (NTSE). It conducts two papers namely,
Mental Ability Test (MAT) and Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), each for 100
marks. Sumedh's score in MAT: 92 and SAT: 91, which gave him a total of 183.
He stood first in Bellary District and is qualified for the second level.

Lasya Yanamadala of grade 2 secured 1st Rank in NSTSE
conducted by Unified Council.

Miss Dithya Medikonda of LKG participated in National level
for Phonics and Art and won ‘Prathibha Samman Golden Peacock
Award 2021.’

Kavyanshu Sahu of grade 2 took part in Unified Cyber Olympiad and
received appreciation letter from Unified Council for his excellent
performance and secured 1st Rank at Zone 4th Level , 104th rank in
National Level.

Teacher’s Feat
Writing is a platform for the budding writers to put
their best foot forward to be recognized as writers.
One such writer and the poet is amongst us. Dr.
Sivaleela Lokesh, Kannada teacher, is the one who
excelled in her writings in all the genres. Her Ph.D
Thesis on ‘Kamalapura A Historical View’ got
published recently. It is a proud moment
to all the JVMites.

From Editorial Board.
It is indeed a matter of pleasure that Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar is ready to showcase
its achievements, services, celebrations and innovations through "Communique". In this issue,
the editorial team has shown its colour, rigor and creative views. "Health is Wealth" is aptly
used here because Jindal Vidya Mandir management committee took care of all the teaching
and non-teaching staff and everyone has been vaccinated to fight against Covid-19. Aristotle
once said , "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." The world
today is changing at such an accelerated rate and we as educators need to pause and reflect on
this entire system of education. The educators have responsibility to prepare their children to
face the challenges that future holds. In this direction Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar had
vibrant inaugural ceremony of 18 clubs on 30 of June,2021 with great inspiration and
support of Principal and staff. It was Margaret Mead who said "Children must be taught
how to think, not what to think" Madam Sangita Jindal ji, the honourable chairperson,
JSW Foundation launched MCB App. The inauguration of MCB App is another feather for
students and teachers to face the challenges in the present scenario. This edition helps readers
to have insight for new inventions and discoveries.

Happy Reading ...

Upcoming Events

Theme for July- Remember and Rejoice

Doctors' Day
Periodic Test 1
Investiture Ceremony
PTM
Lokamanya Tilak Jayanthi
CCA Round II
* Clay model making competition
* Story Telling Competition
* Shloka Recitation Competition
* Vegetable Carving Competition
* Debate Competition

Thank you

“The truest wisdom is a resolute determination”

